


WHEREAS the Faculty Assembly recognizes that the hiring of more police during an 
unprecedented public health and economic crisis signals to our community that our students’ 
education does not, in fact, come first, and 

WHEREAS BIPOC faculty and staff have for too many years done the meaningful work of 
trying to make anti-racist change on campus, with task forces on bias incidents, sexual assault, 
and hate speech, with no action occurring as a result of their hard work, and 

WHEREAS institutional initiatives have failed to make meaningful change, in some cases (such 
as “Bias Free Stockton”), often providing protection for perpetrators instead of victims, and 

WHEREAS Stockton University has failed to defend and protect BIPOC in the face of attacks on 
their civil liberties, such as dismissing the use of racial slurs against BIPOC in classrooms and 
elsewhere on campus as “within the bounds of the university’s [codes] of conduct,” and 

WHEREAS Stockton University has consistently under-funded the academic programs 
necessary to realize its mission of “diversity and inclusion,” most notably Africana Studies, and 

WHEREAS we as faculty recognize that so-called meaningful change cannot happen if we 
continue to engage in business as usual in our language, our institutions, and our policies; now 
therefore be it 

RESOLVED THAT (#1) Stockton University’s Faculty Assembly work to place an immediate 
hiring freeze on the Stockton University Police Department, with the understanding that this is 
only the first step toward a larger movement to defund the Department; and be it further 

RESOLVED THAT (#2) the Faculty Assembly begins the hard and necessary work to 
decarcerate its campus; this includes, but is not limited to: defunding the SUPD, ending the 
lionizing of, and participation by, police in “Bring Your Child to Work Day” and other 
community-facing events, ending campus programming such as “Pizza With Cops,” and ending 
increased SUPD presence at Board of Trustees meetings; and be it further 

RESOLVED THAT (#3) the Faculty Assembly, rather than forming yet another task force, uses 
the existing reports from the task forces on Hate Speech, Sexual Violence, and Bias Incidents, 
among others, to push for intersectional, anti-racist policies on Stockton’s campus; and be it 
further 

RESOLVED THAT (#4) the Faculty Assembly, in adopting the recommendations of these task 
forces, adopt policies that protect BIPOC students, staff, and faculty from racist attacks, 
including, but not limited to, the use of slurs against their persons; and be it further 



RESOLVED THAT (#5) the Faculty Assembly demands that the Stockton Board of Trustees 
Strongly condemn the flying or display of Confederate flag and other symbols of hate and 
racism; and be it further 

RESOLVED THAT (#6) the Faculty Assembly charge the standing committees of the Senate to 
investigate and implement anti-racist policies for each area--ranging from Academic Policies to 
Research and Professional Development—and the University’s policies and procedures around 
recruitment and retention of BIPOC students, staff faculty, as well as the hiring and promotion of 
staff and administrators; and be it further 

RESOLVED THAT (#7) the Faculty Assembly back an immediate push for two tenure-line 
faculty for Africana Studies for AY 20-21; and be it further 

RESOLVED THAT (#8) the Faculty Assembly further insists that the University immediately 
begin to develop a Multicultural Center with a specific mission to promote healing, inclusion, 
diversity and multiculturalism for BIPOC throughout the university; and be it further 

RESOLVED THAT (#9) the Faculty Assembly insists the Faculty Senate revise the general 
education curriculum to require substantial coursework taught or approved by Africana Studies 
that deals specifically with issues of systemic racial oppression and discrimination in the United 
States; and be it further 

RESOLVED THAT (#10) the Faculty Assembly demands that the Stockton Board of Trustees 
publicly commits to changing the name of the University in a timely fashion; and be it further 

RESOLVED THAT (#11) the Faculty Assembly demand from the Stockton Board of Trustees a 
public statement in solidarity with #BlackLivesMatter, with the full understanding of what that 
means: a commitment to our campus; and be it further 

RESOLVED THAT (#12) a copy of this resolution be submitted to the Provost, President, and 
the Board of Trustees upon passage, with an official request for reply on parts relevant to 
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